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Details of Visit:

Author: ngorj
Location 2: Leicestershire
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 18 Feb 2011 5.30pm
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 124
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Victoria House
Website: http://www.victoriahouse-massage.co.uk/
Phone: 01455559530

The Premises:

Victoria House has been described many times, it is a clean, friendly place to relax before or after
your appointment.

The Lady:

Mia is late twenties with dark brown hair and blue-green eyes. She has a petite size 6/8 figure with
a curvy 32D bust. Mia is a chatty, friendly lady with a grest personality to compliment her gorgeous
looks.

The Story:

The breakdown of the fee was ?24 door fee paid at recption for one hour in a standard room and
then ?100 paid to Mia for the hour of her time.

I arrived quite early and was able to take an shower and relax for a while in the sauna before
showering again, then heading through to the front of the building and upstairs. Upstairs there is an
ancilliary reception area with a TV, newspapers and complimentary drinks available; this area
provides access to the four standard rooms. On my way through main reception I was advised that
Mia was already waiting for me in Room 1 so I knocked on the door and entered. I was greeted with
a beautiful, warm smile and a big hug.

The hour seemed to fly by. A massage, then reverse massage preceeded the more physical
activities. After a condom was rolled into place there was a long, sensuous blow job followed by a
longer session of fun with Mia on one side, I knelt close to her and in this position it wasn't long until
Mia was in the throes of an orgasm. We switched positions such that we were in a semi-missionary
position and continued between the two positions until Mia asked if she could finish me by hand.
Not a problem as I seemed to be taking an age to reach my own climax. After a long session of HR
the deed was done and after cleaning up there was another big hug and kiss on the cheek before
Mia lead me downstairs with our hour together completed.

Victoria House is a clean, professional, well run operation and Mia Bond is an absolute delight to
spend time with. For me Mia is the best lady at Victoria House and there aren't too many ladies out
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of the current portfolio I haven't seen. Mia only has one regular day - Friday - so I know where I'm
going to be most Friday's from now on.
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